Higher urine heat shock protein 70/creatinine ratio in type 1 diabetes mellitus.
Insidious progressive renal damage caused by type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) begins in childhood before it becomes manifest in adult ages. Heat shock proteins (HSPs) regulate the cell response to any hazardous factors to prevent cell structure. The aim of the study is to determine whether urine levels of HSPs increase in diabetic children with time and indicate a progressive renal injury in T1DM. Thirty-three patients with T1DM and 24 healthy children were enrolled in the study. Renal function was normal in all patients. Urine levels of HSP27, HSP40, HSP60, HSP70, and HSP90 were measured by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay at two consecutive years (2012 and 2013). The results were evaluated as urine HSP/creatinine ratios (uHSP/Cr). Mean urine HSP27/Cr, HSP40/Cr, HSP60/Cr, HSP70/Cr, HSP90/Cr in patient group were significantly higher than in controls in 2012 (uHSP27/Cr 460.12 ± 217.64 versus 270.02 ± 136.83 pg/mgCr; uHSP40/Cr 180.89 ± 118.59 versus 99.44 ± 62.49 pg/mgCr; uHSP60/Cr 114.40 ± 64.91 versus 70.50 ± 43.70 pg/mgCr; uHSP70/Cr 41.17 ± 28.42 versus 16.47 ± 7.32 pg/mgCr; uHSP90/Cr 175.64 ± 102.22 versus 107.61 ± 75.85 pg/mgCr) (p < 0.05). In 2013, uHSP70/Cr level increased significantly (51.08 ± 27.72 pg/mgCr; p = 0.001), whereas uHSP60/Cr level decreased and uHSP27/Cr, uHSP40/Cr, uHSP90/Cr levels remained stable (p > 0.05). Area under the curve (AUC) for uHSP70/Cr (0.957) was significantly higher than the others. Using a cutoff 22.59 pg/mgCr for uHSP70/Cr to predict of diabetic damage, sensitivity and specificity were 85% and 96%, respectively. Our results suggest that uHSP70/Cr increases over time and may indicate early phases of progressive kidney damage in diabetic children.